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WHAT’S IN A NAME?  

PATRICK BARNEY CREATES TWO MUST-READ TITLES 

WITH NOODEL THE BLORGIPHANT  
 

Sci-Fi Lit Might Never Be The Same Thanks To ‘Noodel's Fun Happy Amusing 

Diverting Delightful Mesmeric Amazing Cool Travel-Time Book’ 
 

Russell, Kansas (January 31, 2020) – Barnes & Noble has thousands of titles online but youngsters will want to 

be on the lookout for Noodel the Blorgiphant. Author and illustrator Patrick Barney – a high school teacher by 

day – knows what grabs the attention of tweens and teens. Even reluctant readers will be eager to discover his 

two new sci-fi literary-activity books: Noodel the Blorgiphant – Travels and Noodel's Fun Happy Amusing 

Diverting Delightful Mesmeric Amazing Cool Travel-Time Book. 

 

What’s a Noodel? He is thoughtful and perceptive - a true joy to be around. And if you were to meet and spend 

some time with him, you would be most fortunate. 

 

Everyone will be intrigued by Noodel from the Planet Tkidropoodlus, Star Jdokko, Galaxy Serriserri Sitkorus 

Kommestulees. As he tells his young readers, “I’ve traveled a lot. I normally don’t travel via ship, but usually as 

I am, with a pack of goodies and presents. I like snacks and snacking, and I like giving gifts. Makes my tail 

swing some. Happy to introduce myself to you.” 

 

Illustrations throughout the two activity books feature enticing descriptions such as, 

“this is an image of me on the planet where I was born. I am looking around, beneath the 

lovely blue-green sky among the Wutwut trees and smelling the drifting scent of the 

fragrant Klume blossoms.” 

 

Noodel the Blorgiphant Travels Coloring Book • $10 

Noodel explains, “My book ‘Travels’ is about my knowledge and adventures from being 

around the Universe. In it, you can read, learn, and see some of the wondrous creatures 

and places to behold in this marvelous sphere we call our home.” 

 

Noodel's Fun Happy Amusing Diverting Delightful Mesmeric Amazing Cool 

Travel-Time Book • $10  

Included in this 89-page activity book are 10 one-page mazes, a 12-page maze, and an 

introduction to learning Blorgiphant letters! 

 

Now online at Barnes & Noble are three of Barney’s coloring books: Caravan of 

Creatures, A Journey into the Hinterland and The Floppy Eared Bipedal 

Pachyderm & other Oddities. Each paperback is $10.  

 
ABOUT ILLUSTRATOR & AUTHOR PATRICK BARNEY 

Artist and writer Patrick Barney has authored 17 books that are for sale and “print on demand” at Barnes & Noble’s 

website: www.BN.com. He lives, writes and draws in the diminutive town of Russell, Kansas. His imaginative stories at 

times draw elements from his experiences. He has lived in California, Utah, Ohio, New Jersey, Germany, Saudi Arabia 

and currently, Kansas. By day, he’s a high school teacher who teaches Anthropology, German and US Government. 

Explore his websites: www.patrickbarney.com   and www.blorgiphant.com 
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